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INCIDENT RESPONSE
HOW LONG CAN AN ATTACKER
GO UNDETECTED?
The average time to detect an incident, commonly referred to as dwell time, is still fairly long according to
FireEye’s “M-Trends 2019” report. The data shows that the global median dwell time in 2018 was 184 days for
incidents reported via an external party and 50.5 days for those discovered by the organization itself.
Let Damovo Be Your Guide…
Providing expert resources to detect, respond to, and coordinate internal and external eﬀorts, Damovo,
together with our cybersecurity division Lares, has decades of experience in all aspects of the incident
response lifecycle. We can help your organisation prepare for a number of incident scenarios, detect,
analyse, contain, eradicate, and recover from ongoing incidents, and coordinate post-incident activities
tofurther enhance your security program. We leverage our team of senior consultants to partner with
businesses and prepare internalteams to measure the organisation’s defensive maturity, and advance its
security program. You have a unique environment and Damovo provides custom solutions that align with
your organisation’s program goals.

INCIDENT RESPONSE OFFERINGS
Incident Response & Management
Our experienced security engineers extend your organisation’s ability to respond to physical and
digital threats in a quick and eﬃcient manner to protect the operational state of the business. Our
team’s experience and expertise, along with industry, government, and military backgrounds in
incident response situations enable us to rapidly assess and mitigate situations.

Forensics Assessment
We can help your organisation develop its forensics and incident response capabilities to
safely and securely sequester important information that may be required as evidence should
an investigation involve law enforcement or corporate litigation. If required, we can also be
called upon to augment your existing team to assist with forensic data acquisition and handling.
Furthermore, should you require expert testimony, Damovo will assist your organisation to
represent the truthful facts of the investigation.
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Lares is Damovo’s cybersecurity division. All of the Lares engineers are required to meet a minimum
baseline standard of eight years information security fieldwork before joining the team. Together we
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help companies secure electronic, physical, intellectual, and financial assets through a unique L
blend
assessment, testing, and coaching.
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